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Each WIDIAN Perfume
is an Invitation to
a Scented Journey
Embark on a scented journey like no other with each WIDIAN perfume. Let the captivating fragrances transport your senses, evoking memories and emotions with every luxurious spritz.


WIDIAN
A blooming desert, awakens as an oasis of captivating fragrances,

[image: revealing the enigmatic allure and untold secrets]
revealing the enigmatic allure and untold secrets, nestled within its very essence.

From the purest incense to the rarest ingredients, each perfume is a masterpiece,
[image: each perfume is a masterpiece]

[image: Bottle]
meticulously capturing the spirit of the region's verdant gardens and rich heritage steeped in grandeur, values and craftsmanship.


Fragrant Legacy
Our Heritage
Embrace a fragrant heritage, where tradition intertwines with timeless perfumes. Unveiling the essence of our cultural legacy, we craft olfactory masterpieces that honor the past and captivate the present.
Learn More

Our Collections


		[image: Black Collection]Black Collection
A voyage from the Orient to the Occident
Unveiling WIDIAN's Black Collection: A transformative journey of cherished memories and enchanting fragrances. Experience wondrous scents that surprise and delight, immersed in an unparalleled aromatic symphony.
Explore More
[image: Gold Collection]Gold Collection
Authentically Oriental
Introducing WIDIAN's Gold Collection: A journey into the golden Arabian Desert, where precious amber and oud fragrances embody ancient trading routes. Experience the radiant prestige of these exquisite scents.
Explore More
[image: Velvet Collection]Velvet Collection
A floral sensation dusted with spices
Unveiling WIDIAN's Velvet Collection: A delightful floral journey. Discover hidden treasures as contrasting notes fuse into soulful and tantalizing scents.
Explore More
[image: Sapphire Collection]Sapphire Collection
Urban journeys
Embark on a luxurious olfactory voyage with WIDIAN's transcendent Sapphire Collection. Experience fragrant testaments to cities worldwide, immersing yourself in the invigorating exploration of urban scents.
Explore More
[image: Rose Arabia Collection]Rose Arabia Collection
A contemporary new chapter in perfumery
Unveiling Rose Arabia: a captivating fusion of Arabian flowers, transformed with global influence. Indulge in the enchantment of our refined perfumes, curated by an elite team to evoke cherished memories and express your unique essence.
Explore More
[image: Limited Editions]Limited Editions
Transcendental Emotions
The Limited Editions by WIDIAN Perfumes are audacious and ephemeral collectors. The experience is above all personal but will linger for others to remember.
Explore More
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Sapphire Collection
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